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Fungi BioBlitz Uncovers Over 120 Species of Mushrooms in the Cascade-
Siskiyou National Monument 

 
In June of 2000, the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument was the first of its kind to be set aside solely 
for the preservation of biodiversity. It is a local treasure, containing an unusually high variety of species 
in a geographically small area. On Saturday November 12th, Over 100 enthusiastic citizen-scientists, 
high school and college students, volunteers, and fungi experts gathered at Pinehurst Elementary 
School for a Fungi BioBlitz hosted by the Friends of Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument. Their goal 
was to catalogue as many species of fungi as they could in one day.  The eight team leaders were 
leading mycologists in Oregon who guided teams across the Monument throughout the day, scouting 
sites like Hobart Bluff, Boccard Point, and Hyatt Lake, among others.  
 
The event aimed to engage local community members in citizen science data collection and to improve 
knowledge of rare and sensitive fungi found in the Monument. Additionally, the hope was to increase 
public appreciation of the incredible uniqueness of the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument, a gem of 
biodiversity in the country. Both goals were achieved, as the group’s efforts uncovered over 120 
different species of fungi (nearly 3 times the number found in a previous survey!) including several 
truffles and the rarely encountered species Ramaria celevirescens, Clavulinopsis fusiformis, and 
Stropharia kaufmanii.  
 
Participant Amy Schlotterback was especially struck by the connections she made with other people 
during the event. “This is an incredible community of folks that deeply care, and are inspired by living 
things,” she says. “There was so much excitement at the end of the day once everyone returned from 
the forest with their findings.” Other participants expressed appreciation for the opportunity to work 
alongside leading fungi experts and mentioned, in particular, the sense of accomplishment upon 
returning from the field with armfuls of unique fungi species to be examined in the lab. 
 
Besides providing a hands-on opportunity for people to learn about the Monument, the results from this 
survey will help identify patterns of fungi diversity, abundance, and climate of the area.  In turn, that 
knowledge will assist biologists in developing the best strategies for protecting, preserving, and 
restoring the monument’s natural health. Team leaders, expert mycology researchers in the Northwest, 
expressed enthusiasm following the BioBlitz: 
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Jim Trappe, mycologist from Oregon State University, says, “Take good planning, good facilities, good 
recruitment, good weather, beautiful surroundings, heaps of fungi in full fruiting, a hundred enthusiastic  
volunteers, and you have the recipe for a fantastically successful Fungal Bioblitz at Cascade-Siskiyou 
National Monument. It sets a pattern that I hope can be repeated for years to come!” 
 
Steve Trudell, author of Mushrooms of the Pacific Northwest, was impressed by the “large turnout of 
enthusiastic Monument supporters eager to learn about the local fungi. Hopefully the Friends will be 
able to harness that enthusiasm and continue to document the Monument's fungi, for there are many 
diverse species left to be found there.” 
 
Terry Dickey, Chair of the Friends of Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument board, is also very pleased 
with the outcomes of this year’s BioBlitz. “We identified more than triple the known species of fungi in 
the monument in just one day,” he says, “which demonstrates the power of the BioBlitz when scientists 
work side-by-side with citizen-scientists. There is no better way to learn more about biodiversity than an 
event of this magnitude.” With assistance from the Bureau of Land Management as well as individual 
and community sponsors, the Friends of Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument will continue to host a 
BioBlitz annually for the purpose of exploring and expanding our knowledge of biodiversity within the 
monument. Hopefully BioBlitz 2017 (yet to be announced) will be as successful in connecting citizen 
scientists to scientific efforts in their own community while expanding baseline knowledge. 
 
For more information about the Friends and to stay up on their community events, visit 
http://www.cascadesiskiyou.org/  

This event was supported by the Conservation Lands Foundation Research Support Program, Bureau 
of Land Management, Pinehurst Elementary School, Northwest Nature Shop, Green Springs Inn and 
Cabins, REI Co-op, Indigo Creek Outfitters, Sign Dude, and contributors to Friends of Cascade-
Siskiyou National Monument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BioBlitz 2016 Photographs: 
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Link to press photos: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4D8onK6bNzkVVNpN1paWGkxOEk  
 
Description of photos: 

• "CraterHS": Students from Crater High School find a puffball mushroom. Photo by Katie 
Boehnlein 

• "CraterHSgroup": a group of students from Crater High School and their teachers proudly 
display specimens found near Hobart Bluff. This group of excited young scientists was led by 
mycologist Mike Potts. Photo by Caroline Burdick 

• "GroupPhoto": the group of over 100 citizen scientists gathers at Pinehurst Elementary School 
before dispersing into the Monument to collect fungi. Photo by Katie Boehnlein 

• "GroupPhoto2": Citizen scientists gather to share their findings at Pinehurst Elementary 
School in the afternoon after a full day exploring the Monument. Photo by Heidi Dawn. 

• "InkyCap": Life springs up everywhere with the fall rains! Picture of Inky Cap mushroom by 
Parker Brown.  

• "Mycena": Beautiful mycena mushrooms. Photo by Parker Brown 
• "Russula": A russula mushroom pups up amongst fir needles. Photo by Parker Brown 
• "ScotL": Team leader Scot Loring shows his group a particularly large specimen. Photo by Lilia 

Letsch.  
• "ScotsGroup": A group led by Scot Loring surveys the fir needle duff for  mushrooms. Photo by 

Lilia Letsch.  
• "SpecimenA": A participant shows off data collecting techniques. Photo by Lilia Letsch.  
• "SpecimenB": A participant shows off a collection of particularly small fungi. Photo by Lilia 

Letsch.  
• "SpecimenC": Mushrooms growing inside a Douglas-fir tree. Photo by Heidi Dawn 
• "SpecimenD": Participants show off mushrooms as big as their hands. Photo by Katie 

Boehnlein 

 


